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LAVERNE MCNEIL |  REGIONAL DIRECTOR

Dentrix Mastery Tracks

SPOTLIGHT

Where do you work?
Lane and Associates D.D.S., P.A. in Angier, NC

What is your title? 
Regional Director 

What are some of the duties you’re responsible for in 
your practice? 
I travel to seven offices making sure production and collection 

goals are on pace. I am responsible for training managers and 

front desk employees and hiring new managers and front desk 

staff. I ensure that insurance claims are sent out efficiently and 

accurately. I also keep the office up to date with the software 

and make sure both the administrative and clinical staff are 

getting the most out of Dentrix. 

How long have you worked with Dentrix? 
6 years 

Which certificates have you earned?
Dentrix Practice Analysis Specialist, Dentrix Front Office 

Specialist, and Dentrix Financial Specialist

What got you interested in Dentrix Mastery Tracks?
Dr. Lane of Lane and Associates has the largest single-owned 

practice in North Carolina, with 26 offices. It took us a little over 

two years to convert 21 of those offices to Dentrix. This has been 

an exciting experience for me to be on the ground floor of new 

software for our offices and helping everyone to see the benefits 

of using Dentrix. There is still so much that Dentrix has to offer, 

and by challenging myself with Dentrix Mastery Tracks I can see 

where I need improvement and find tips to help our offices.

 
How has participating in Mastery Tracks helped you  
use Dentrix?
I’ve learned how to maneuver within the software more 

proficiently. My goal is to master all the tracks. 

How has becoming a Dentrix specialist improved your 
career? 
Earning the specialist certificates has made me more valuable to 

the company and it keeps me excited about my career choice. 

What is your favorite Dentrix tip or trick?
I found Dentrix Tip Tuesday on Pinterest, which gives me the 

latest tips. I LOVE the Continuing Care module! When it’s used 

correctly you can keep up with recall patients and those that 

have fallen through that ever-present “black hole.” To keep 

abreast of the progress of the individual offices I refer to the 

Practice Advisor Report and the Daily Huddle reports.

Dentrix Mastery Tracks™ allows dental professionals 

to test how well they understand and can use Dentrix. 

Read on to find out about LaVerne McNeil, a regional 

director who has completed six Mastery Tracks tests 

and earned three specialist certificates. 

Is your team ready for your success? Visit Dentrix.com/Mastery and start using Dentrix Mastery 

Tracks to give your team the tools they need to measure and improve their Dentrix skills.
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Add value to your Dentrix solution by 
empowering the people who use it.

Dentrix Mastery Tracks will make sure every member of your 
team is as prepared and capable as your technology—by giving 
you a fast and affordable way to test what they know about 
Dentrix and find out where they need improvement. It also 
directs them to the targeted training they need to enhance 
their skills and improve your practice.

To get started, visit Dentrix.com/Mastery

Mastery_Tracks_Ad.indd   1 10/29/14   12:59 PM
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Dentrix has eClaims connections with several new payors. 

For patients using the following insurance carriers, you can 

reduce paper claims by submitting electronic claims through 

Dentrix instead. 

Payor ID Payor Name

CXBMD  BEAM Dental Insurance

CBMN1  Blue Cross Blue Shield of Minnesota

74234  CompuSys/Erisa Group Inc.

34145  Klais and Company

35162  Managed Care Services LLC

81883  Municipal Health Benefit Fund (Little Rock, AR)

18840  MyDecision HealthSmart

J1410  Ohio Dept. of Corrections - Careworks

23213  Partners Health Plan

77153  Southern Indiana Health Organization

31144  TriState Benefit Solutions

23281  UPMC Dental Advantage

For more information about Dentrix eClaims, visit  

www.dentrix.com/products/eservices/eclaims.

The Insurance Manager allows you to verify insurance eligibility 

in real time or to perform automatic insurance eligibility 

uploads. You can now verify patient insurance eligibility 

electronically with the following payors.

Payor ID Payor Name

00580  Blue Cross Blue Shield of Maryland - Care First

47570  Blue Cross of Alaska & Washington

CBAR1  Blue Cross of Arkansas

47570  Blue Cross of Washington & Alaska

00580  Care First

00580  Care First Inc. Maryland BCBS

47570  NorthStar Administrators

47570  Premera

47570  Premera Blue Cross

For more information about automated insurance eligibility 

verification or to register, visit www.dentrix.com/products/

eservices/ecentral/insurance-manager. 

After you have sent claims and attachments to payors 

electronically, complete the electronic claim round trip by 

accepting electronic explanation of benefit statements 

(eEOBs) that the insurance carrier sends back to you. The 

following payors now send eEOBs. 

Payor ID Payor Name

44357  Benefits Administration Corporation Inc.

56205  MedCost Benefit Services (MBS)

J1410  Ohio Dept. of Corrections - Careworks

76342  Sierra Health & Life

For more information about eEOBs or to register, visit  

www.dentrix.com/products/eservices/eclaims/eeob. 

View the entire list of electronic payor connections using the 

Payer Search Tool at www.dentrix.com/products/eservices/

eclaims/payor-search. You can search for specific payors or 
download the complete payor list. 

Call 800-734-5561 for help setting up any of these services.

 Announcing New Insurance Payor ConnectionsD
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Yes, you read that correctly—Henry Schein’s next Dentrix Business of Dentistry Conference will be held in 2017. 

Why? We want the Dentrix Business of Dentistry Conference to be the most amazing, the most valuable, the most fun training 

event for our Dentrix users. After considerable review with our team and hearing feedback directly from you, we concluded that 

this requires us to hold your conference every other year. 

What does this mean for you and your team? You’ll get to experience the best dental training event in the industry. We will 

take the extra year to build enhanced courses for every member of the team, immersive attendee experiences, networking 

opportunities and bigger entertainment activities in fabulous Las Vegas. Holding the Business of Dentistry Conference every other 

year also gives more busy practices the opportunity to attend this important event. 

Join our mailing list. Visit www.BusinessofDentistry.com and sign up to receive all the latest news and updates about BDC 2017. 

We’ll keep you informed as we announce keynote speakers, agendas, party information, and much more.

 Mark Your Calendars for Business of Dentistry 2017

“DDX makes my scanner even better!
My case turnaround time has been cut in half and I 

can now store my cases in the cloud freeing up valuable 

office storage space. With the full integration of my lab 

case work into the Dentrix patient record I see everything 

in one place.  Thank you DDX and Dentrix”.

- Dr. Bill Busch, DMD MAGD
  Kansas City, MO

REDUCE YOUR CASE
TURNAROUND BY 50% OR MORE!

 

Schedule your demo today!
www.ddxdental.com or call 877-244-9345

Increase the efficiency of your digital scanner with DDX ®

®·       Fully integrates with Dentrix 

 ·     Streamline your in-office lab work

·      Save time and eliminate costly 
       scheduling errors
 
·      DDX is FREE to dentists and only 
       takes a few minutes to set up 
          

DIGITAL DENTAL EXCHANGE
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Find out what’s coming in Dentrix G6.2. 

I 
am very excited about the next release of Dentrix, 

version G6.2. In this issue of the Dentrix Magazine, I want 

to update you on some of the key changes that you can 

expect in Dentrix G6.2. Before I get into the features, 

however, I want to express my appreciation to you, our 

customers, for the ideas and suggestions on how to make 

Dentrix even better. Your feedback, along with the 

assistance of our Advisory Committee, is what drives the 

improvements in Dentrix.

Questionnaires Updates

The biggest and most exciting changes in G6.2 are those 

in the Questionnaires module. As with other areas of 

Dentrix, the Questionnaires module previously used Adobe 

Flash. In G6.2, each of those areas of Dentrix has been 

refactored to use other technology. Making this change in 

the Questionnaires module gives a cleaner appearance to 

the form and 

simplifies the 

experience for 

the patient 

(Figure 1). 

What’s more, 

when you 

use online 

forms via 

the eCentral 

Website 

Manager, you 

will find that 

the new and 

improved 

website 

forms are also 

available for 

patients to fill 

out. Since the 

forms follow 

a responsive 

design, the 

patient can 

use any device to complete the questionnaire including 

their phone, tablet, PC, or Mac. Finally, with the new and 

improved Update Patient Information dialog box (Figure 2), 

you can easily reconcile your patient’s information from a 

questionnaire with their Family File information using a side-

by-side comparison.

New Passphrase Requirement

Before installing Dentrix G6.2, you will need to think of a 

passphrase to use to connect Dentrix to the Faircom-ACE 

database. This passphrase needs to be at least 10 characters 

in length and must contain at least one uppercase letter, 

one lowercase letter, one number, and one special character 

(Figure 3). This passphrase will be needed before starting 

the server update and will then be needed on each of the 

workstations in the practice after the installation to establish 

the connection to 

the database. It 

is important that 

you don’t lose this 

passphrase as it will 

be required for any 

new installations 

or reinstallations of 

Dentrix.

Additional 

Enhancements

Dentrix G6.2 

includes a number 

of additional smaller 

enhancements as 

well. These include 

some changes to the split payment feature (introduced in 

Dentrix G6) that are based on feedback from our Dentrix 

customers. In addition, you can now run Dentrix using 

a standard Windows user account. Finally, Dentrix G6.2 

includes various bug fixes. More information on Dentrix G6.2 

is available in the Dentrix G6.2 Release Guide.

In order to get G6.2, you will first need to be on G6 or G6.1. If 

you do not yet have G6, please request your copy today at 

www.dentrix.com/g6. 
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Dentrix G6.2 Sneak Preview

BRAD ROYER
Dentrix Product Manager

Figure 1 Questionnaires have been improved in 

Dentrix G6.2.

Figure 2 Compare new questionnaire data 

against existing Family File information.

Figure 3 Dentrix G6.2 requires a database 

passphrase.
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WHAT’S RIGHT AND 
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PRACTICE

IMPROVE YOUR PROFITABILITY
Meet with a Dentrix Profitability Coach for a free 30-minute assessment. 
See what your data says about your practice’s strengths and weaknesses, 
and key areas to improve to immediately boost profits. Act now. 
Consulting slots are limited and this offer expires November 15, 2016.
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Generate a List of Patients with 

Outstanding Balances 

With the Dentrix Collections Manager, 

you can quickly generate a list of 

patients with overdue balances based 

on criteria you select. Do you want to find 

patients with a specific minimum balance due? 

Or do you want to find only the patients 60 days 

or more past due? It’s easy with the Collections 

Manager. Plus, not only can you generate a list of 

patients, you can merge a collection letter, create 

a new email message, or have all the information 

you need to make a collections phone call right 

from the Collections Manager.

You launch the Collections Manager from 

the Office Manager. Click the Collections 

Manager button or click Analysis > Collections 

Manager. The Collections Manager View dialog 

box appears, allowing you to filter the patient 

accounts you want to see in the list.

For more information on setting filters for the 

Collections Manager, see the “Setting Up a View for 

the Collections Manager” topic in the Dentrix Help.

Showing Preferred Names on Appointments 

You all have that patient who wants to be called by a different name than the one 

on their account (a Robert who wants to be called Bob, or a Rebecca who wants to 

be called Becky, etc.). By default, Dentrix displays patient first and last names in the 

Appointment Book as they appear in the Patient Information dialog box in the Family 

File. There is also a field in this dialog box where you can enter a preferred name.

You can set up the Appointment Book to look at that Preferred Name field and 

display it on patient appointments, so that when you are speaking with a patient 

about his or her appointment, you’re using the name they prefer.

To show a patient’s preferred name on appointments:

1. From the Appointment Book, click View. The Select View dialog box appears.

2. Select the view you want to display preferred names and click Edit.  

A different Select View dialog box appears.

3. In the Appointment Display Info group box on the right, click the arrow to 

open the drop-down list for Line 1 (or whichever line currently displays the 

word Name). Scroll down the list of options and select Name/Pref.

4. Click OK to save your changes.

Tips
&Tricks

The Dentrix Mastery Tracks™ program helps you 

assess and improve your Dentrix skills. Find 

tips that correspond with your job and use 

them to prepare for a test or just enhance your 

skills. Visit www.Dentrix.com/Mastery to learn 

more about Dentrix Mastery Tracks.

Financial Practice Analysis ClinicalFront Office
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Complete Patient Clinical Notes at Your Fingertips 

Many doctors and hygienists like to review their past clinical notes for a patient at the beginning of an appointment. That way 

they can see any notes they made about the patient’s health or treatment in the past. You can open a list that displays all of 

the clinical notes at once, so the provider can review them the same way they would in a paper chart.

To view all clinical notes at once:

1. Select the appropriate patient in the Patient Chart module.

2. Click the Progress 

Notes tab to open 

the Progress Notes 

panel.

3. On the Progress 

Notes toolbar, select 

the Clinical Notes 

and Expand Notes 

view options. All of 

the clinical notes 

for the patient will 

be displayed within 

the Progress Notes 

list, with the notes 

expanded so you can see the full text of each one.

4. If desired, deselect any other view options so the only things being displayed are the expanded clinical notes.

Bonus Tips:

• You can sort the columns of information in the Progress Notes panel by clicking the column heading. For example, if you want to 

see a specific provider’s notes, click the Provider column heading and then scroll to the beginning of that provider’s notes.

• You can expand the Progress Notes panel to be taller so it’s easier to read several notes at a time. To expand the panel, hover 

over the top edge of the panel until your cursor changes to an expanding arrow. Click and drag the panel to the desired height. 

When you are done reading the notes, you can resize the panel back to its original height so you can focus on the tooth chart.

Using Patient Friendly Procedure Descriptions 

There is a setting in Dentrix where you can replace the technical description of a procedure with one that is more patient-

friendly, because “removal of a portion of the pulp to encourage continued development of the root” will make more sense 

to a patient than “partial pulpototomy apexogen” does. Patient-friendly descriptions can help patients understand the 

procedures you have treatment planned for them and can make them feel better informed about the kind of treatment they 

are signing up for.

In Dentrix G6.1, patient-friendly descriptions are listed in the Procedure 

Code Editor dialog box, where they can be edited as needed.

To edit a patient-friendly description for a procedure:

1. In the Office Manager select Maintenance > Practice Setup > 

Procedure Code Setup. The Procedure Code Setup dialog box appears.

2. Select the Procedure Code Category and individual procedure 

within the category you’d like to edit, and click the Edit button. The 

Procedure Code Editor dialog box appears.

3. The Description field displays the “technical” description that is sent to 

insurance, and SHOULD NOT be edited. Many procedures already have 

text in the Patient Friendly Description field, which is the less-technical 

description for the procedure. Edit the information in this field as 

needed (150 character limit). For example, the default patient-friendly 

description for procedure D2161 is “Silver-colored filling of a cavity of 

four or more surfaces of a tooth, typically caused by tooth decay,” but 

could be simplified even further to just read “Silver-colored filling.”

4. Click Save to save your changes.

5. Click Close to return to the Procedure Code Setup dialog box.

4

3

2
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Making Billing Statements Easier for 

Patients to Understand 

Do patients call your office with questions 

about their billing statements, and wonder 

what the charges listed as “Balance Forward” 

actually are?

When you generate billing statements, the balance 

forward date defaults to one month ago. Any patient 

balance prior to this date gets grouped into a lump 

sum labeled as “Balance Forward’ on the billing 

statement. If you want to be able to see a more 

itemized list of charges on your billing statements, 

change your balance forward date to something 

different, such as three months ago.

Be judicious about how far back you set the balance 

forward date, because if you move it back too far, 

some patients may receive statements with several 

pages of itemized procedures. Work to find a “sweet 

spot” with the balance forward date, where you give 

patients as much recent data as they need but not so 

much that they get confused or overwhelmed by the 

number of pages included in their billing statement.

To adjust the balance forward date on billing 

statements:

1. From the Office Manager, click Reports > Billing. 

The Billing Statements dialog box appears.

2. The Balance Forward Date field defaults to one 

month ago. Adjust this date as needed.

3. Modify other setting and filters as needed.

4. In the Statements group box, select whether 

to send statements to Batch, Print, or Send 

Electronically.

5. To save your changes as the default settings 

for future billing statements, check the Save as 

Default box.

6. Click OK to generate the statements.

What does OPEN mean in the Appointment Book?

Do you have patients with flexible schedules? 

Willing to come in sooner than scheduled, 

or maybe even willing to be rescheduled to 

accommodate another patient? If so, you’re in luck. 

Dentrix has a special place for this kind of patient,  

and it’s called the Open List.

To move a patient’s appointment to the Open List, in the 

Appointment Information dialog box, set their Schedule 

Type to OPEN. This places the patient’s appointment on the 

Open List, but does not remove it from the Appointment 

Book. Patients on the Open List are patients who you know 

ahead of time have a flexible schedule, and could be moved 

around. When you have a patient who has limited flexibility 

and are having a hard time finding an opening for them, 

check the Open List to see if you can create a space for 

them by moving a more flexible, open patient.

The Open List is part of the ASAP List. When you open the 

ASAP List, you can toggle between ASAP and Open.

To reschedule an appointment on the Open List:

1. From the Appointment Book toolbar, select Appt Lists > 

ASAP List. The Dentrix ASAP List window appears.

2. Select View. The Dentrix 

ASAP List View dialog box 

appears.

3. In the Types of Search group 

box, select Open.

4. Change the Span of Search 

and other filters as desired, 

then click OK. The Dentrix 

ASAP List window will display 

the Open appointments that fit your filter criteria.

5. Use this list to contact patients. When you contact a 

patient who is willing to reschedule, you can either drag 

the appointment from the ASAP List to the Appointment 

Book to fill a hole, or drag it to the Pinboard while you 

find a new appointment time.

6. Confirm that you want to move the appointment. 

Moving the appointment creates an opening in the 

Appointment Book that you can now use for a less 

flexible patient.

For additional information on other Appointment Book 

Lists, see the “Appointment Lists Overview” topic in the 

Dentrix Help.
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You deserve more.
Dentrix.com/ServiceBundles

STEP UP
& STAKE YOUR CLAIM

If you’re a Dentrix Essentials customer, it’s 
time to step up your game. Right now you can 
claim deep discounts when you upgrade your 
service bundle to Momentum or Optimum.

Both bundles include eClaims so you can submit and 
track insurance claims electronically, directly from Dentrix. 
Upgrade now to add:

• eClaims for as little as 40 cents each

• Unlimited digital claim attachments

• Integrated billing and collectio n tools

• Automated appointment reminders

• Up to 20% transaction discount on eClaims, reminder 
postcards and QuickBill statements

You deserve more.
Dentrix.com/ServiceBundles

Call 1-800-734-5561, option 2 to determine 
the best bundle for your practice.
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D O N ’ T  L E A V E 
M O N E Y  O N 
T H E  T A B L E

I
nsurance companies will only pay for the procedures that you 

send them, and if you don’t send them within a specific time 

frame, some insurance companies will refuse to pay. If you  

aren’t sending all eligible procedures to both primary and  

secondary insurance and sending them in a timely manner, you  

are leaving money on the table that you could have collected  

from insurance. Luckily, it’s easy to track those things in Dentrix  

and solve any problems quickly before insurance refuses to pay  

on the procedures or claims. 
This excerpt from the Insurance 

Billing & Collections workshop 

will teach you how to find 

claims that weren’t created or 

procedures that weren’t billed 

to insurance so you don’t leave 

money on the table. Follow 

along with the step-by-step 

instructions and advice in this 

article to improve the claims 

workflow in your office.

THE PROBLEM:  Your total reimbursements from insurance 

are lower than expected. Patients are calling your office saying 

that they received a bill for a procedure that was never sent to 

insurance, or they tell you that their secondary insurance was 

never billed. 

This happens when claims are not created for procedures that should 

have been billed to primary or secondary insurance or when claims 

are created but not sent. This can happen when staff members are out 

of the office and someone less experienced is covering for them or 

when you have new staff members who have not yet mastered all of 

their duties and make mistakes. This problem is also common in offices 

where different people create and send claims. 

For example, if the front desk manager creates the claims as patients 

are checking out and the office manager sends a batch of insurance 

claims every night, it’s common for mistakes to happen because two 

different people are involved at different points in the process. 

Not identifying these problems means you won’t collect money  

that is available to you. And since some insurance companies have 

only a small window in which they will pay for claims, this can be a 

costly mistake. 

THE SOLUTION: Run the following three key Dentrix 

reports to find any procedures that were not attached to 

claims, claims that were not created, and claims that were not 

printed or sent.

1. Procedures Not Attached to Insurance Claims Report—Finds 

procedures that were completed that week but were not 

attached to an insurance claim.

2. Secondary Insurance Claims Not Created Report—Finds any 

patients who have secondary insurance and for whom the 

primary claim payment was received but a secondary claim was 

not created.

3. Insurance Claims to Process Report—Finds any claims that 

were created but not printed or sent electronically. 

You can run these reports daily or weekly depending on what fits best 

in your office workflow, but you should run them at least weekly so 

that you don’t let your procedures and claims age too much before 

you send them.

W O R K S H O P  W I S D O M

W
W



STEP
1

OPEN YOUR DENTRIX SYSTEM AND USE THE FOLLOWING 

STEPS TO FIND PROCEDURES THAT WEREN’T BILLED 

TO INSURANCE,  SECONDARY CLAIMS THAT WEREN’T 

CREATED,  AND CLAIMS THAT WERE NEVER PRINTED 

OR SENT ELECTRONICALLY SO YOU CAN CORRECT THE 

MISTAKES AND SUBMIT THE CLAIMS FOR REIMBURSEMENT.

F O L L O W
A L O N G

It’s easy to forget that you haven’t created a claim for a 

patient’s completed procedures. Office interruptions can 

distract you from your routine, clinicians could chart additional 

treatment after you have already created a claim, or you could 

simply miss a procedure when you create a claim. To find the 

procedures that were completed for patients with insurance 

but not attached to an insurance claim, run the Procedures Not 

Attached to Insurance Claims Report. 

To generate this report, from the Office Manager, click 

Reports > Ledger > Procedures Not Attached to Insurance. 

Choose whether you want to look at procedures not 

attached to dental claims, medical claims, or both. (The 

most common setting is a dental claim with or without a 

medical claim so that the report will find all dental 

claims regardless of whether they are attached to 

medical insurance.) 

If desired, select a range of patients or providers. 

Select the procedure dates you want to include 

on the report (the default range is for the last 

week). Dentrix uses the date the procedure was set 

complete to determine if the procedure falls in this 

range. Click OK to generate the report (Figure 1).

The report is grouped by patient name and lists 

the date of the procedure along with the pertinent 

procedure information. Use this report to open 

each patient’s Ledger and determine whether the 

procedures should have been billed to insurance. If 

so, create a claim for the procedure(s). 

Note: The Expires column in this and other reports 

pulls the claim expiration date from the Claim 

Deadline field in the Insurance Coverage dialog box for the 

insurance plan. If you have not customized this deadline, the 

expiration date will be the same as the claim creation date. This 

date is coming from Dentrix and is not necessarily an indication 

that the insurance company will not pay on the claim. 

There may be cases where you have a reason for not 

attaching a procedure for a claim, so read this report 

carefully to determine which procedures should have been 

sent to insurance. In the Ledger, edit any procedures you 

don’t want to send to insurance and mark them as Do Not 

Bill to Dental Insurance in the Ledger so they do not show up 

on this report.

RUN THE PROCEDURES NOT ATTACHED TO INSURANCE 

CLAIMS REPORT

Figure 1 Use this report to find procedures you need to bill to insurance.

DENTRIX MAGAZINE | 13
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I F  Y O U  A R E N ’ T  S E N D I N G  A L L  E L I G I B L E  P R O C E D U R E S  T O  B O T H 

P R I M A R Y  A N D  S E C O N D A R Y  I N S U R A N C E  A N D  S E N D I N G  T H E M  I N  A 

T I M E L Y  M A N N E R ,  Y O U  A R E  L E A V I N G  M O N E Y  O N  T H E  T A B L E .

If you don’t create a secondary claim at the time you 

enter the payment on the primary claim, it’s easy to 

forget to go back and create that claim. If you don’t 

create the secondary insurance claim then there’s no 

chance of getting additional reimbursement on the 

procedures. To find the patients who have secondary 

insurance for whom a primary claim was created and 

received but no secondary claim was created, run the 

Secondary Claims Not Created Report. 

From the Office Manager, click Reports > Ledger > 

Secondary Ins Claims Not Created. Choose whether 

you want to look for dental or medical claims. If desired, 

narrow the search by patient, insurance carrier, or 

provider. Enter the primary claim dates you want to 

include on the search (the default date range is for the 

past year). This is the date the payment was entered 

on the primary claim. You can also choose to have 

the report list primary claims that have not yet been 

received so you can follow up on those claims. Click OK 

to generate the report (Figure 2).

This report shows all the patients who have secondary 

insurance but for whom no secondary claim was 

created, listed in ascending order from oldest primary 

claim date to newest. Use the information on this 

report to create the secondary claims and submit them 

to insurance.

Tip: You can prevent this problem in the future by using 

the Auto-Create Secondary Claim feature. In the Ledger, 

click File > Insurance Payment Setup. Check Auto-

Create Secondary Claim with Primary Payment. Dentrix 

will automatically make a secondary claim when you 

enter the payment on the primary claim. Check Auto-

Receive Secondary Claim if No Pending Ins Estimate to 

have Dentrix automatically close the secondary claim if 

the claim amount is $0.00.

Figure 2 Use this report to find the secondary claims that haven’t been created.

STEP
2 RUN THE SECONDARY CLAIMS NOT CREATED REPORT



STEP
3

One of the most common claims errors offices make is 

simply forgetting to submit the claim to insurance. This is 

usually due to an oversight, but when it happens it means 

that even though you created the claim it is just sitting 

in Dentrix and the insurance company will never pay on 

the claim. To find the claims that were created but not 

printed or sent electronically, run the Insurance Claims to 

Process Report. 

From the Office Manager, click Reports > Ledger > 

Insurance Claims to Process. Select whether you want 

to look for dental or medical claims. Narrow your search 

by patient, insurance carrier, or provider, if desired. Leave 

those settings set to <ALL> to find all of your outstanding 

claims. Set the date range you want to search, and click 

OK to generate the report (Figure 3).

This report lists all the procedures that were not attached 

to insurance claims, sorted from oldest claim date to 

newest. Use the report to find the claims that have been 

created but have not been submitted and send them to 

insurance for payment.

W O R K S H O P  W I S D O M

W
W
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Figure 3 Use this report to find claims that have been created but not printed or sent electronically.

RUN THE INSURANCE CLAIMS TO PROCESS REPORT



N E X T

S T E P S
USE THE FOLLOWING CHECKLIST 

TO HELP YOU IMPLEMENT IDEAS FROM 

THIS  ARTICLE IN YOUR PRACTICE 

Generate the Procedures Not Attached to Insurance Report. 

Meet with the members of your team who work with 

insurance claims, decide which of those procedures should 

be billed to insurance, and create claims for those procedures. 

Then send the claims.

Generate the Secondary Insurance Claims Not Created 

Report. Meet with the members of your team who work with 

insurance claims, decide which secondary claims should be 

created. create the claims, and send them to insurance.

Generate the Insurance Claims to Process Report. Meet 

with the members of your team who work with insurance 

claims, decide which claims on the report need to be sent to 

insurance, and send those claims.

Meet with the members of your team who work with 

insurance claims. Create a protocol for who will run the 

reports discussed in this article and how often. Assign one 

team member to be responsible for creating and sending the 

missing claims. 

If there are procedures that you regularly set complete and 

do not want to send to insurance, edit the procedure code 

for each of those procedures and mark it as Do Not Bill to 

Insurance so that it doesn’t show up on the Procedures Not 

Attached to Insurance report.

W O R K S H O P  W I S D O M

Dentrix workshops offer you a 

chance to practice using Dentrix 

in a hands-on, trainer-led class. 

Workshops offer examples of best 

practices for using Dentrix in your 

office, ideas for incorporating lesser-

used features into your workflow, 

and advice about how to customize 

Dentrix to suit your preferences.

For more tips like the ones in this 

article and to get in-depth training 

on managing your insurance claims 

in Dentrix, attend the Insurance 

Billing & Collections workshop. Visit  

www.Dentrix.com/Workshops 

for more information about this 

and other training workshops, 

including the full course list, course 

descriptions, and schedule.

W
W

L E A R N  M O R E
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STOP
SCANNED 
DOCUMENTS 
FROM FILLING
UP YOUR
HARD DRIVE

You’ve seen a lot of patient information pass through 

your dental office, much of which probably ends up in the 

Dentrix Document Center. And with a simple document 

scanner, you can even scan printed documents right 

into Dentrix. But beware! If you’re not careful with your 

scan settings, you may be generating scan files that are 

unnecessarily large. Over time, your Dentrix Document 

Center may fill up your hard drive with hundreds or 

thousands of bloated scan files that are many times larger 

than they need to be.

For most needs, your scanner’s dots-per-inch (dpi) setting 

should be 600 or lower. How you set this depends on how 

you are scanning documents. There are three ways to scan 

documents into the Dentrix Document Center using a 

scanner, and I’ll cover each one.

USE THE CORRECT SCAN 

SETTINGS WHEN SCANNING 

TO THE DENTRIX DOCUMENT 

CENTER TO PREVENT LARGE 

SCAN FILES FROM FILLING UP 

YOUR HARD DRIVE.

BRAD ROYER
Dentrix Product Manager
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Using Dentrix Quick Scan

Using Quick Scan makes it relatively easy to select the 

correct scan option and may be the easiest way to keep 

scan file sizes under control. To use the Dentrix Quick 

Scan method, open the Dentrix Document Center for 

a patient or provider. From the Acquire menu, point to 

From Device, and then click the scanner model to display 

the Dentrix Quick Scan dialog box (Figure 1). Under 

Select Scan Type, select the setting that best describes 

the type of document you are scanning. Your selection 

determines the dpi setting that will be used for scanning, 

as follows:

BLACK & WHITE TEXT 200 dpi

 TEXT WITH GRAPHICS 300 dpi

 COLOR IMAGE 600 dpi

 BLACK & WHITE IMAGE 600 dpi

 HIGH QUALITY 
BLACK & WHITE

900-1200 dpi,  
depending on  
your scanner

The larger the dpi setting, the larger the file size. So if 

you are scanning a document that is only black and 

white text (which will appear very sharp and easy to read 

at 200 dpi), you don’t want to choose Black & White 

Image (600 dpi), and you especially don’t want to select 

High Quality Black & White (900-1200 dpi). If you do, 

the resulting file will be three to six times larger than it 

needs to be, and you will be wasting space in the Dentrix 

Document Center (and on your hard drive). Remember, 

if you’re concerned about saving disk space, the first two 

options in the dialog box (going from left to right) are 

your best options, followed by the next two. Avoid using 

High Quality Black & White unless scanning diagnostic 

images, so your scan files stay under 600 dpi. After 

selecting the scan type, click Quick Scan. 

Figure 1 The Dentrix Quick Scan dialog box.
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“I knew the advantages of the  
different technologies I had. 
What I didn’t know was how 
much more powerful they are 
when they are connected.  
That’s a game changer.”

Gary Kaye, DDS, FAGD
New York, NY

Henry Schein has the solutions you need  
to connect your practice technologies,  

increase work flow, and enhance efficiency. 

Rely on us to help you determine  
the most appropriate products and  

technologies to advance your practice 
and provide quality patient care.

1-800-890-8153
www.henryscheindental.com
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Using OEM Settings 

This option uses the settings from your scanner to 

determine the dpi and compression settings, so you 

may need to refer to your hardware documentation to 

make sure your scanner is configured to use the dpi and 

compression settings you want. 

From the Acquire menu, point to From Device, and then 

click the scanner model to display the Dentrix Quick 

Scan dialog box (Figure 1). Click Launch OEM dialog 

to open your scanner’s software. Use your scanner’s 

software to set the dpi, file format, compression, and 

other scan settings (remember to keep the dpi under 

600) and scan your document. 

Using Auto File Acquire

Using this method, your scanner settings again determine the dpi, 

compression, and so forth. Dentrix simply “watches” the directory 

specified for scan files that need to be imported into the Document 

Center. When they appear, Dentrix zips and saves them into the 

Document Center as .zed files similar to the other two methods 

mentioned above. The file size is based on the scanning method you use 

and the type of file selected when acquiring from your scanner (black 

and white, full color, and so forth). 

To use the Auto File Acquire method, from the Acquire menu, click Auto 

Directory File Acquire. The Setup Acquisition Method Defaults dialog 

appears (Figure 2). Make sure Select Acquisition Method is set to Auto 

File Acquire, and under Set Default Scanner Import Folder, specify the 

folder you want to use to monitor and import scan files into the Dentrix 

Document Center. When finished, click Save and Close. Now any time 

you scan documents with a patient selected in the Document Center, 

they will be added to the patient’s Dentrix Document Center using your 

scanner’s settings. If the Document Center is not open when you scan 

the file, the file will be placed in Unfiled Documents so you can move it to 

the appropriate patient at a later time.

With each of the three methods discussed, if you take time to set your 

scan options correctly, you can keep scan file sizes to a minimum in your 

Dentrix Document Center.

Figure 2 The Setup Acquisition Method 

Defaults dialog box.

To learn more about scanning documents into the Dentrix 

Document Center, see the “Acquiring documents” and “Setting 

up auto file acquire” topics in the Dentrix Help.

Figure 1 The Dentrix Quick Scan dialog box.
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Learn two ways Dentrix can help  
you identify patients with a missing  
email address.

I
n our age of technology, more and more people are 

tethered to their mobile phones, tablets, and laptops 

24/7. I am not only a practice management coach and 

trainer, but I am also a dental patient. Like an estimated 

88 percent of smartphone owners1, if you want to contact 

me and confirm my appointment, the preferred method 

of contact is email or text message. Many times, the 

practice is calling patients to confirm their appointments 

from a back office phone line, and the patient might not 

recognize the phone number, so the call goes to 

voicemail. In our busy lives, we might not check our 

voicemail until that evening or a couple days later. By 

then, it is more than likely after office hours or too late to 

call back.

If you are using software automation for email and/

or text messaging, you need to make sure that you are 

reaching out to as many patients as possible. If you have 

been spotty on asking for email addresses, Dentrix can 

help you find patients who have a missing email address. 

This will help you grow your email list and connect with 

patients in a more efficient and effective way. You will 

save time, and your patients will appreciate it.

There are two ways you can search for patients without 

an email address. The first way you can search for 

patients without an email address is on a daily basis 

using the Daily Huddle Report. In the Office Manager, 
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Find Patients with Missing Email Addresses

Figure 1 The Daily Huddle Report dialog box.

1 www.pewinternet.org/2015/04/01/us-smartphone-use-in-2015



from the Analysis menu, click Practice Advisor, and then 

click Daily Huddle Report to display the Daily Huddle Report 

dialog box (Figure 1). Under Select Report Sections & Related 

Options, select Scheduled Patients List. Click Scheduled 

Patients Setup, and under Select Report Sections & Order, 

select Patients who have No Email Address. Click OK, and then 

Preview. This option generates a page on the Daily Huddle 

Report that will give you a list of patients coming in today. If 

there is an “x” in the No Email column, then you can ask those 

patients for their email address when they’re in your office.

The second way is using the Dentrix letter merge feature to 

generate a list of patients. In the Office Manager, click Letters 

& Custom Lists on the menu bar, and then click Misc. Select 

Patient Report (by filters), and then click Edit to display the 

Letter or Custom List Setup dialog box (Figure 2). In the lower 

left corner, set the E-Mail option to Only WITHOUT. Under 

Status, select Patient. If you want to make sure your list includes 

phone numbers for your patients, under Data Fields, expand 

Patient, and verify that Home Phone is selected. If you want a 

complete list of patients without email addresses, don’t filter 

by any other options. Or, if you want to see only those patients 

with an appointment coming up in the next few weeks, use the 

Appointments option to select an appointment date range. 

When you’re finished in the Letter or Custom List Setup dialog 

box, click OK, and then click Open List Manager. This will give 

you a list of patient names in your Dentrix database that do 

not have email addresses included. You can then either contact 

these patients by phone to request a current email address, or 

use this list to remind you which patients to ask about an email 

address when they come in for their next appointment.

Communicating with patients using today’s technology and in 

a way that is more convenient for your patients will increase 

your appointment confirmations and help increase your 

patient retention. 

LEARN MORE

Dayna Johnson, founder and principal consultant of Rae 

Dental Management, helps dental offices improve patient care, 

increase collections, and reduce staff headaches by imple-

menting efficient management systems. With 20 years of 

experience in the business and technical side of dental offices, 

Dayna’s passion for efficient systems is grounded in both 

personal understanding and professional expertise. Dayna can 

be reached at dayna@raedentalmanagement.com or visit her 

website at www.raedentalmanagement.com. 

Figure 2 The Letter or Custom List Setup dialog box.

DAYNA JOHNSON
Certified Dentrix Trainer
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Like an estimated 88 percent 
of smartphone owners, if you 

want to contact me and confirm 
my appointment, the preferred 
method of contact is email or 

text message.
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Diagnostic coding requirements are 
becoming more mainstream, and they  
could affect your practice. Find out how  
you can prepare for the change.

O
ctober 1, 2015 was a date that forever changed how 

diagnoses codes are submitted for both medical 

and dental claims. This is the date that the long 

awaited ICD-10-CM code set was implemented. Prior to the 

introduction of ICD-10-CM, dentists only reported a 

diagnosis code when submitting a medical claim. Since that 

date, there has been a growing trend toward requiring 

dentists to report diagnoses codes on dental claims. 

This change has been driven by a mandate from the Centers 

for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS) which stated that 

effective October 1, 2015, all HIPAA-covered entities were 

required to implement the ICD-10-CM diagnosis code set. 

Medicaid is a HIPAA entity, as are medical and dental clinics. 

This mandate has been interpreted to include Medicaid 

dental claims. Medicaid plans started implementing this 

requirement early, and since October 1, 2015 many other 

states have followed suit. At the time of this writing at least 

13 states are requiring ICD-10-CM codes to be reported on 

all Medicaid dental claims (Figure 1). Dental claims received 

without at least one diagnosis code are rejected. 

In addition to Medicaid, health insurance purchased under 

the Affordable Care Act (ACA) includes mandated pediatric 

dental benefits. These benefits are sometimes administered 

as embedded benefits through a medical policy. Some of 

these plans allow the dentist to file claims on the 2012 ADA 

Dental Claim Form (the latest dental claim form) using 

dental codes. However, an ICD-10-CM diagnosis code may 

also be required, and ADA claim forms submitted without 

a required diagnosis code may be rejected. Moreover, 

other government payors such BCBS Federal are now also 

requiring diagnoses codes to adjudicate dental claims. 
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How Does ICD-10-CM Affect You?

Government payors were the first 
to require diagnoses codes for 

dental claims, but it is expected 
that private payors will also adopt 

the requirement in the future.
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Government payors, including Medicaid, were the first to 

require diagnoses codes for dental claims, but it is expected 

that private payors will also adopt the requirement in the 

future. In fact, some Delta Dental plans began to require the 

2012 ADA Claim Form from providers as of October 1, 2015 

(dates of implementation vary by plan). That claim form has 

a field for up to four ICD-10-CM diagnoses codes (Figure 2). 

While this notification doesn’t include a requirement for using 

diagnoses codes, it is an indicator that this requirement is tied 

to ICD-10-CM implementation.

What should I do to prepare?

If you do not currently report ICD-10-CM diagnoses codes 

on your dental claims, it is possible that your practice may 

be minimally impacted by ICD-10-CM. However, with the 

understanding that most dentists will eventually need to report 

a diagnosis code, you should follow these steps to prepare for 

the time when you may be required to do so:

1. Become familiar with the most common ICD-10-CM codes 

used in dentistry. There are 69,000 diagnosis codes but 

only a small percentage pertain to dentistry. 

2. Make sure the ICD-10-CM codes 

that apply to your practice are 

installed and cross-coded on your 

system. The CDT 2016 update for 

an office on G6.1 will install 1,884 

ICD-10 codes. The install will also 

have 6,822 cross codings between 

ICD-10 and CDT.

3. Develop a protocol to allow 

communication between 

providers and staff members 

regarding accurate reporting of 

ICD-10 codes. Ultimately it is the 

treating dentist’s responsibility 

to ensure that most accurate 

diagnosis code is reported, not a 

selection by a staff member.

4. Review your clinical 

documentation. Accurate clinical 

documentation is important to 

patient care and to reporting a 

correct diagnosis code. ICD-10-

CM coding requires detailed, 

specific information from the 

clinical notes, not a verbal 

discussion with the dentist.

Understanding the basics of 

ICD coding is the first step in 

preventing claim rejections. 

Remember, you are communicating 

to the insurance payor not only 

the procedures performed but also 

why the procedures are necessary, 

without having to submit wordy 

narratives and other supporting 

documentation. If you do  

this, when your payors start  

requiring diagnoses codes you 

can keep getting paid without 

interruption. 

Dr. Charles Blair is the publisher of several publications, includ-

ing Coding with Confidence, Administration with Confidence, 

Diagnostic Coding for Dental Claim Submission, Medical Den-

tal Cross Coding with Confidence, and the Insurance Solutions 

Newsletter. He is the founder of www.practicebooster.com, 

which optimizes insurance administration and aids in maximiz-

ing reimbursement. 

You can purchase Dr. Blair’s books from Henry Schein Den-

tal (www.henryscheindental.com). For guidance on submitting  

ICD-10-CM codes on the 2012 ADA Dental Claim Form look for 

item code 368-2108. For guidance on completing the CMS-1500 

(02-12) Medical Claim Form look for item code 368-2213.

DR. CHARLES BLAIR 
CEO of Dr. Charles Blair & Associates

Figure 1 States in green require ICD-10-CM codes for Medicaid claims. Texas and Louisiana 

have implemented requirements on a county-by-county basis rather than state-wide.

WISCONSIN

Figure 2 The 2012 ADA Dental Claim Form has a field for up to four ICD-10-CM diagnoses codes.
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Discover the most common and growing 
threats to your practice data and what you 
can do about it.

T
here are many threats to your practice data, coming 

from natural, accidental, and intentional sources. 

While the prospect of hacking, theft, a flood, or fire 

are all strong and valid motivators for dental practitioners to 

back up their practice’s valuable data, the reality is some 

dangers are more probable than others. Let’s look at two: 

the most common and the fastest growing. 

Human Error

Employees can be the number one threat to data security. 

Often, your staff’s experience with technology is limited. 

Recognize any of the following problems? When your staff 

gets busy, manual backups can sometimes slip through the 

cracks. Sometimes data even gets deleted unintentionally. 

According to a 2016 survey by IT PRO, accidental deletion—

not a catastrophic event—was the number one cause of 

data loss in an enterprise environment.

Cryptolocker Ransomware

Do your staff use the Internet, or send and receive emails? 

Do they sometimes download to their workstation? Without 

proper precautions, these otherwise normal activities can 

be risky. Increasingly, dental practices are falling victim to 

ransomware viruses that “lock” files on local desktops and 

servers and make them unavailable until a ransom is paid. 

This is a serious threat that doesn’t discriminate between 

big and small organizations. More than $200 million in 

ransomware payments were made in the first three months 

of 2016 in the US alone. 

What Can I Do?

The first step toward protecting yourself is to set up 

a reliable, modern backup method. Traditional single 

backup methods aren’t enough. With traditional backup 

methodologies, such as multi-disk manual backup, 

online only backup, portable hard drives, tape backups, 

etc., mitigating either of the above situations is difficult, 

cumbersome, or may require a computer science expert. 

Cloud-based backup and data recovery tools have matured 

and will continue to improve, making it easier to protect 

your data and recover any version of data from anywhere at 

any time. However, cloud-based storage is not enough.

Fortunately, there are new approaches to data backup and 

recovery. If you’re looking for the best next-generation 

backup strategy, consider a hybrid backup service. 

Hybrid Backup Services Deliver On-Site Performance and 

Off-Site Assurance

A hybrid strategy provides a combination of cloud data 

backup and storage with local backup. What makes this a 

good strategy?

Redundancy: When both cloud and local backup are 

working together, coordinating your data backup, you 

are ensuring that you can recover specific files, versions 

of those files, or, in the case of a ransomware attack, fully 

restore your data set to a time before Cryptolocker was 

introduced.

Disaster Recovery: Theft, flood, fire, earthquake, and coffee 

spills have all created some nasty, hard-to-recover-from 

disasters as each potentially causes full loss of a server and 

related backup mediums. With a hybrid solution, you have 

a fully reliant strategy to recover as much as possible, as 

quickly as possible, and mitigate what might otherwise be 

complete disaster.

Real-Time / In-Time File Access: The local side of hybrid 

backup provides access at file-level granularity from any 

Internet-connected device, providing access without the 

burden of an extensive or complex restoration process. 

The cloud side of hybrid allows your dental practice to 

retain an unlimited number of point-in-time data snapshots, 

allowing you to go back weeks or perhaps years to recover 

important data.

A hybrid local/cloud solution can help you provide better 

protection against accidental data deletion, ransomware, 

and other disasters. Because there are many backup 

services on the market, it’s important that you fully 

research your options. Henry Schein TechCentral can 

help you choose the best service for your practice. For 

more information about TechCentral Protected Practice 

Solutions, visit www.henryscheintechcentral.com or contact 

TechCentral today at 877.483.0382.  
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Why You Need a Hybrid Backup Solution

TOM HANKS
Product Manager,

Henry Schein TechCentral
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See Immediate Gains—by Using 
Tools You Already Have  
Find out how to make Dentrix do the 
heavy lifting for your practice. Our half-
day seminar could be a game changer.

$ ONLY

49Space Is Limited. Register Today!
Visit www.Dentrix.com/InsightSeminar or call 866.367.2711

It’s all about doing more in less time. See how 
Dentrix can help you:

• Collect and manage accurate patient information

• Improve and simplify schedule management

• Streamline patient payments and track practice 
profitability

• Keep your database up-to-date and properly 
backed up

Get to know the upgraded Dentrix G6 features that 
streamline workflow and make your day easier:

• Split payments by family member

• Assign correct providers for completed procedures  
in the Appointment Book

• Find patients using the List Manager

• Move Email Attachments to the Document Center
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ImageRamp and Dentrix: 
Easily Scan to the Dentrix Document Center 
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DDX and Dentrix: 
Integrate Lab Case Management into Dentrix 

DDX Lab Case Management integrates  
with Dentrix and makes it easy to  
manage your lab cases.

D
DX Lab Case Management was introduced into 

Dentrix as part of the G5.2 release. Developed as a 

tool to increase lab management functionality, DDX 

supports the transition to digital dentistry. It is a web-based 

solution that integrates with Dentrix and is free to practices. 

Because DDX is a web-based solution, you don’t have to 

worry about data backup and much of the administration 

associated with standard installed software. 

For many practices, lab purchases represent their second 

largest expense after staff salaries. In most jurisdictions, 

practices are required to store lab prescriptions for a 

minimum of seven years. Providing a solution to manage 

this workflow and archiving requirement represented a 

tremendous opportunity to add value for our customers. 

DDX has the flexibility to support how practices want to 

manage their lab work. All of the labs that a practice works 

with can be managed within a single DDX account. DDX 

allows practices to manage casework being sent to any  

lab—no software is required by the lab. Since its initial release, 

DDX has been frequently updated based on user feedback to 

increase ease of use and introduce innovative functionality. 

SOLUTION SPOTLIGHT

Figure 1 DDX Lab Case in the Dentrix Appointment Book.

SANDY MACDONALD
DDX Product Manager
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DDX and Dentrix: 
Integrate Lab Case Management into Dentrix 

Integration with Dentrix G5.2 

Since Dentrix G5.2, DDX has been integrated into the workflow 

of the practice management software, so a patient’s lab 

casework details are easily accessible throughout the software. 

DDX lab case creation can be initiated from the Dentrix 

Appointment Book (Figure 1) or the Dentrix Patient Chart to 

support the workflow of your practice. DEXIS images can be 

quickly attached to the lab prescription from within DDX. A 

patient’s Document Center files can also be quickly associated 

with the lab prescription from within DDX. 

After the DDX lab case has been 

created, it will be associated with 

the patient’s future appointment. If 

DDX determines that there is a high 

probability that the lab case will not 

return before the patient appointment, 

practice staff are alerted so that 

necessary adjustments—to the lab 

schedule or the patient appointment—

can be made. When a lab case is 

associated with an appointment, 

an “L” icon appears in the Dentrix 

appointment block. The icon color 

changes based on the status of the 

DDX lab case to give practice staff real-

time visibility. A PDF summary of each 

lab case is automatically inserted into 

the patient’s Document Center folder so 

that the Dentrix practice management 

software maintains a complete record 

of the patient’s clinical care.

With Dentrix G5.2, DDX was well 

integrated into the traditional lab case 

management workflows. With Dentrix 

G6.1, the integration was improved.

Integration with Dentrix G6.1

With the launch of Dentrix G6.1, DDX 

is integrated much more deeply into 

the clinical workflow of the practice 

management software, providing 

easier access to a patient’s historical 

lab casework. A Dentrix Chart Panel, 

similar to the DEXIS Chart Panel, was 

introduced so that patient’s historical 

lab casework could be conveniently 

accessed (Figure 2). From the 

panel, a highlight of each lab case is 

displayed. More details about the lab 

case, including image thumbnails, are 

accessible with a single click, and full 

access into the DDX application for 

case management and collaboration is 

available. A summary of each lab case 

is also automatically posted into the 

patient’s Clinical Notes (Figure 3).

Learn More and Get Started

Interested in learning more about DDX, or getting started?  

Visit www.ddxdental.com or call 877-244-9345. It’s free for  

your practice and only takes approximately five minutes to  

get going. 

Figure 2 DDX Lab Case in the Dentrix Chart Panel.

Figure 3 DDX Lab Case in the Dentrix Clinical Notes.
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You already depend on Dentrix to make your practice more profitable and productive. Now, you can turn 

Dentrix into an even more powerful solution by adding trusted, fully integrated third-party applications 

and capabilities to your digital dental office. The Dentrix Connected logo means the product has been 

carefully developed, tested and certified to work with your Dentrix platform. To see the full list of Dentrix 

Connected applications visit www.Dentrix.com/Connected today.

SOLUTION GUIDE

Broadview
www.broadviewnet.com

Network-based Business 
Communication
Make your practice more profitable with 
OfficeSuite Dental, the state-of-the-art 
phone system that fully integrates with 
Dentrix G5.

BiteBank Media
www.bitebankmedia.com

Dental Practice Solutions
Streamline your practice with custom 
dental websites, appointment 
notification and scheduling, real-time 
booking, patient education videos and 
reputation management.

DocuFi
www.docufi.com

Document Management Solutions
DocuFi™ is a certified Dentrix partner 
providing tools to capture and process 
documents into electronic digital form. 
ImageRamp™ for Dentrix, using Fujitsu 
scanners, offers the most productive 
document scanning solution for Dentrix.

Demandforce
www.demandforce.com

Patient Communication Solution
Demandforce works seamlessly with 
Dentrix G5 software to automate 
online and offline communications with 
existing patients to improve in-office 
efficiencies. 

Dental Symphony
www.dentalsymphony.com 

Dental Practice Solution
Dental Symphony’s web-based 
clinical software revolutionizes patient 
management. Working alongside 
Dentrix, Dental Symphony provides 
innovative tools to practice easier,  
safer and more efficiently. 

Apteryx
www.apteryx.com 

Dental Practice Solution
Apteryx exceeds the expectations of its 
customers by creating timely, innovative 
and cost effective software solutions 
that improve the profitability of the 
clients’ businesses. 
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DentalWriter
www.dentalwriter.com

Medical Billing Software
For over 25 years, Nierman Practice 
Management has led medical billing in 
dentistry by continuously developing 
innovative products and providing 
exceptional training for dentists looking 
to grow their practice.

DEXIS
www.dexis.com

Digital Diagnostic Imaging 
DEXIS delivers innovative, high-quality 
digital imaging solutions to the dental 
community. With its state-of-the art  
sensor and easy-to-use imaging 
software, Dexis provides numerous 
benefits to you, your practice, and your 
patients. 

eDossea
www.edossea.com 

Intra-Office Communication
We are solely focused on the dental 
profession and within the dental 
profession on the secure, easy and 
inexpensive transfer of your client’s 
medical records from one office to 
another. This is all we do. 

Jakari Care
www.jakaricare.com

Patient Health Information
Less work. Better care. Let our HIPAA-
compliant solution automatically collect, 
analyze and transfer patient medical 
history, treatment goals and other 
important information into Dentrix. 

Panda Perio
www.pandaperio.com

Periodontal Practice Solution 
The complete clinical digital record 
for Periodontal practices. Charting, 
comparison reporting, treatment 
planning, automated chart notes, and 
much more. Save hours of admin time 
and unify your front and back office. 

Lighthouse
www.lh360.com 

Patient Communication Solution
Lighthouse 360 is a comprehensive 
automated patient communications 
system designed exclusively for dentists. 
It uses email, two-way text messaging, 
automated phone calls, postcards and 
letters to reach your patients. 

Patient Activator
www.patientactivator.com 

Patient Communication Solution
Patient Activator, part of Los Angeles-
based 1-800-DENTIST®, is the leading 
social media optimization and patient 
communications service dedicated to 
the dental profession. 

Practice Mojo
www.practicemojo.com 

Patient Communication Solution
PracticeMojo creates proven campaigns 
that help dental practices recruit, retain 
and reactivate patients automatically, 
using email, text messages, automated 
phone calls and mailed postcards.

Practice Safeguard
www.practicesafeguard.com 

Web-Based Fraud Monitoring
A web-based financial monitoring tool for 
Dentrix G5 users that deters fraud and 
costly errors by alerting any device you 
carry to unusual transactions in real time.
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Transparent Aluminum
www.transparentaluminumllc.com

Dental Practice Solution
Transparent Aluminum is a company 
focused on creating custom workable 
solutions for practices to get the most 
out of their Dentrix database. 

Reputation
www.reputation.com 

Patient Communication Solution
Reputation.com’s platform enables 
dentists to see all their online reviews 
in one space and use the platform’s 
analytical tools to understand the 
broad themes that emerge from 
patient feedback. 

Yapi
www.yapicentral.com

Dental Practice Solution
Started as the first fully integrated 
intra-office communication software, 
YAPI has grown into a comprehensive 
suite of innovative automation solutions 
designed around unique needs of 
dental practices. 

YAPI

U.S. Health Record
www.teamlinks.com

Intra-Office Communication
Teamlinks EHR was created to foster 
interdisciplinary collaboration on 
patient health information with the goal 
of connecting the health care team and 
the patient. 

TeleVox
www.televox.com

Patient Communication Solution
TeleVox Software is a high-tech 
engagement communications company, 
providing automated voice, email, text 
and web solutions that activate positive 
patient behaviors through the delivery 
of a human touch. 

RecordLinc
www.recordlinc.com 

Patient Communication Solution
RecordLinc is the largest professional 
network of dental professionals in 
the world. Securely and easily send 
electronic referrals, patient transfers, and 
track treatment plans between dental 
practices in a HIPAA-compliant portal. 

Text2Floss
www.text2floss.com 

Patient Education
An interactive educational tool meant 
to help patients develop positive oral 
hygiene habits by delivering oral health 
information through the use of text 
messaging and mobile technology. 

Sesame
www.sesamecommunications.com 

Patient Communication Solution
Sesame Communications helps dental 
and orthodontic practices harness the 
power of the Internet to accelerate new 
patient acquisition, build patient loyalty 
and transform the patient experience. 

Solutionreach
www.solutionreach.com

Patient Communication Solution
Smile Reminder provides patient 
engagement and communication 
solutions for healthcare practices. 
Utilizing the latest text, email, voice, 
video, web, and social media tools to 
communicate with customers.

The businesses listed here are not owned or controlled by Dentrix or Henry Schein and have created these descriptions of their company, products 
and services themselves. Dentrix and Henry Schein make no independent assessment of the above descriptions and consumers should contact 
these providers directly if seeking additional information about their products or services.
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Everything that works with Dentrix, all in one place
From dental software and cloud services to dental books and hardware, 

if it works with Dentrix, you can find it in the Dentrix Marketplace. Visit 

www.DentrixMarketplace.com today to explore your options.



Henry Schein Practice Solutions
1220 South 630 East, Suite 100
American Fork, Utah 84003

YOU
ARE
HERE.

TAKE YOUR 
PRACTICE TO  
A NEW LEVEL.

Dentrix Suites are support and eServices bundled 
together for a suite deal. As a Dentrix user with a 

customer service plan, you’re  already on your way 
with the Dentrix Essentials Suite. Now it’s time to 

take your practice to the next level by upgrading 
to Momentum or Optimum. Dentrix Suites lower 

your costs and give you the practice management 
system you need to streamline workflow, build 

patient loyalty and boost your bottom line.     

Dentrix.com/Suites

Dentrix Optimum Suite

Dentrix Momentum Suite

Dentrix Essentials Suite
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